Foreword
If I go to a new country, I do not want to read its history from history books.
I want to know who the country’s important writers are. The Violent Land,
by Jorge Amado, gave me more history of Brazil than I would ever get from
history texts.
(Chenjerai Hove, Palaver Finish, 2002)
If Hove is right that literature contains the fullest record of a nation’s
struggles, setbacks, and achievements - its identity indeed - his words are
relevant for modern Oman. While observers globally find an impressive
photographic record of physical Oman (the beauty of its seacoasts,
mountains and deserts is captured in books of exceptional quality),
non-Arabic speakers find little to reveal the country’s inner landscape those special values, cultural norms and economic strategies that have
helped its people to survive and flourish in a harsh and challenging
environment.
Hence the timeliness of a nascent tradition of Omani literature in
English emerging beside an ancient Arabic brother. The rise of similar
traditions in other parts of the world, where authors secure in their
vernaculars write in English and distinguish themselves internationally,
is a familiar feature of the contemporary scene. Nigeria has Soyinka, a
Nobel Laureate with a Yoruba background; New Zealand has Keri Hulme
from the Maori people; Kenya has Ngugi wa Thiong’o whose mother
tongue is Gikuyu; Poland’s Conrad used English as his third language;
and the list of Indian writers achieving prominence in English grows
apace. They all agree that opting for English only expands rather than
threatens their identity. That young Omani writers should join their
ranks is an exciting prospect. Hence the importance of the Penned
Thoughts Competition which, as we can now see, has already produced
an enthusiastic outpouring of creativity from local authors.
It is, surely, a fitting tribute to the memory of Ali Mehdi that so many
(whether winners or not) have followed his example and given fresh
stimulus to the growth of this promising new vein in Omani literature.
Adrian Roscoe
Literature Professor
College of Arts & Social Sciences
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Preface
This inaugural Young Writers’ competition is intended – among other
things - to commemorate the young poet and writer, Ali Mehdi, who sadly
passed away on the 21st of June 2008 at the young age of 29.
Ali’s passion was writing. He strongly believed in the power of the pen
to make a difference in the world. As such, there could not be a more
befitting way of cherishing Ali’s dreams and enthusiasm than to support
young souls with sky-high dreams and aspirations to be a published writer.
Sponsored by the proceedings from Ali’s three published poetry collections:
Rapidly Blue (2002), Wonderous World (2005) and In the Dimmest of Light
(2008), this competition invites creative writing entries from all aspiring
young writers in the categories of Poetry, Short Story and Articles.
The competition aims to promote and encourage gifted young writers, to
celebrate their talent and allow them a valuable opportunity to present
their literary work to a wider audience.
Categories:
1. Short Story
2. Article
3. Poetry
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Appreciation Note
Knock and He’ll open the door
Vanish, and He’ll make you shine like the sun
Fall, and He’ll raise you to the heavens
Become nothing, and He’ll turn you into everything
Jalal al-Din al Rumi
The Organising Committee of the Penned Thoughts: Young Writers
Competition would like to extend their sincere and profound
appreciation and gratitude for the invaluable support and continued
commitment of our esteemed judges: Professor Dr Adrian Roscoe
(Literature Professor), Dr. Janet Holst (Associate Professor), and
Dr. Rahma Ibrahim Al Mahrooqi (Assistant Professor) from the
Department of English, College of Arts and Social Sciences at
Sultan Qaboos University. Due to their expert advice and invaluable
breadth of knowledge, this competition was able to launch its first
voyage. Their great response and cooperation set a pleasing start
to the first run of the competition. Our beloved Ali would have
been so humbled and filled with gratitude to know the time and
effort our esteemed judges had put into their roles, sacrificing
their private time and many of their weekends for the sake of the
competition, and for the sake of finding Oman’s bright new literary
sparks. “The interior joy we feel when we have done a good deed is
the nourishment the soul requires” (Albert Schweitzer). For this we
are truly thankful, and wish them continued success and ask the
Almighty Allah to shower them with His blessings.
Ali Mehdi’s Family and the Organising Committee
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List of Entries of the First Round of the Competition for 2014

Sr
No.

Name

GenCategory
der

Area

Date of
Age
Birth

Title of Entry

1.

Aasia Rashid Aamer
Rashid Al Hatmi

F

Poetry

Al Dhahira 11/06/92 22

10th Of December

2.

Aasia Rashid Aamer
Rashid Al Hatmi

F

Poetry

Al Dhahira 11/06/92 22

White Dove

3.

Adeeba Suman Siddiq

F

Article

4.

Aisha Ali Mohammed
Al-Mugheiry

F

Poetry

Al Dakhliya 03/04/92 22 Muslims Are Terrorists

5.

Aisha Ali Mohammed
Al-Mugheiry

F

Poetry

Al Dakhliya 03/04/92 22

Tomorrow’s Mystery

6.

Aisha Ali Mohammed
Al-Mugheiry

F

Poetry

Al Dakhliya 03/04/92 22

I Wish...

7.

Aisha Ali Mohammed
Al-Mugheiry

F

Poetry

Al Dakhliya 03/04/92 22

Congratulations

8.

Aisha Ali Mohammed
Al-Mugheiry

F

Poetry

Al Dakhliya 03/04/92 22

Smile

9.

Amani Sultan

F

Short Story

Muscat

04/12/96 18

Haadz’s Tragedy

10. Anoud Al-Maashari

F

Poetry

Muscat

14/03/95 19

Don’t You Ever

11. Aseel Al Masoudi

F

Short Story

Muscat

26/02/98 16

Stopping Time

12. Bushra Al Shahri

F

Short Story

Muscat

16/07/96 18

The Fisherman And
The Dolphin

13. Buthaina Al-Taie

F

Short Story

Muscat

09/10/96 18

The Spinners

Muscat

07/11/94 24

Have Humans Of Today
Lost Their Humanity?

14.

Eman Mohammed
Al Balushi

F

Short Story Al Batnah 23/10/92 22

Faith In Dreams

15.

Fatema Alatas
Mohammed Al-Zeidi

F

Short Story Al Dhahira 23/04/91 23

A Beautiful Farm!

16.

Fatma Salim Sultan
Al-Farsi

F

Poetry

17. Ghadeer Al-Lawati

F

Short Story

18.

Fatma Salim Sultan
Al-Farsi

F

Short Story

Al
07/11/90 24
Sharqiyah

Anonymous

19.

Hajer Awadh Said
Al-Sakhboori

F

Poetry

Al Dhahira 17/06/93 21

The Ultimate Love

Al
07/11/90 24
Sharqiyah
Muscat
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06/05/96 18

Life’s Song
The Arabian Tiger’s
Tragedy

Sr
No.

Name

GenCategory
der

Area

Date of
Age
Birth

Title of Entry

Are The Medial Solely
Responsible For The
10/03/98 16 Development Of Eating
Disorders Amongst
Adolescents?
My Adventure In The
20/04/96 18
Sea

20. Hajir Al-Zadjali

F

Article

Muscat

21. Halayl Al Saadi

F

Short Story

Muscat

Hanan Ahmed Rashed
Al Khanbashi

F

Short Story

Muscat

29/07/91 23

The Noor Of My Eyes

23. Hanan Jamal Al Ojaili

F

Short Story

Muscat

04/03/97 17

Greed Takes Over

24. Haya Al Siyabi

F

Short Story

Muscat

04/10/97 17

Get Back

25. Ibtihal Al-Saadi

F

Poetry

26. Ikram Al-Lawati

F

Short Story

27. Ibtihal Al-Saadi

F

Article

28. Isra Al Kindi

F

Short Story

Muscat

07/12/96 18 What The Wind Carried

29. Jaida Rashad Al Hinai

F

Short Story

Muscat

09/04/96 18

An Arabian Bay Horse

F

Short Story

Muscat

30/04/96 18

Life Or Death,Green Or
Plastic!

31. Khadija ALsheriyani

F

Short Story

Muscat

01/12/91 23 That I Became A Racist

32. Laila Abdullah Al-Abri

F

Short Story Al Dakhliya 02/07/91 23

22.

30.

Kawther Ahmed Al
Lawati

Al Batnah 06/08/90 24
Muscat

23/02/97 17

Al Batnah 06/08/90 24

Sunset
Gugu, The Goat, Vs
Plastic
A Mother’s Voice

Silent Scream

33.

Maaalsamaa Fahad
Al-Mandhari

F

Short Story

Muscat

24/01/95 19

The 16 Incident

34.

Mahla Mohammed Al
Hajry

F

Short Story

Muscat

14/06/93 23

To Live

35. Mahnoor Anees Khan

F

Poetry

Muscat

23/03/96 18

The Dead Village

36. Malika Al Araimi

F

Short Story

Muscat

22/06/96 18

An Arabian Red Fox

37. Mariam Haji

F

Short Story

Muscat

22/12/90 24

I Fall Unconscious

F

Short Story

Muscat

11/11/96 18

The Cat Whisperer

F

Poetry

Muscat

28/07/90 24

Fear

38.

Maryam Saif Jama
Fadan

39. Muna Ba’Omar
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Sr
No.

Name

GenCategory
der

Area

Date of
Age
Birth

Title of Entry

F

Short Story

Muscat

17/05/96 18

Tariq The Hawksbill
Turtle

F

Poetry

Muscat

27/04/95 19

My Love

42. Naailah Hassan

F

Article

Muscat

05/10/92 22

My Very Own Song

43. Noof Al Darai

F

Short Story Al Dakhliya 14/05/92 22

44. Muna Ba’Omar

F

Short Story

Muscat

28/07/90 24

Beast And Conscience

45. Noor Ahmed Al Kamali

F

Poetry

Muscat

25/12/93 23

The Secrets Behind The
Roses

46. Noor Al Wahaibi

F

Short Story

Muscat

16/11/96 18

Just Stop!

47. Noor Al-Hinai

F

Short Story

Muscat

09/09/96 18

Let’s Ban Plastic

48. Nizamudin Sharaf

M

Poetry

Muscat

25/03/92 22

The Tree Of Liberty

49. Nizamudin Sharaf

M

Poetry

Muscat

25/03/92 22

The Road To Valhalla,
Hall Of The Slain

50. Nizamudin Sharaf

M

Short Story

Muscat

25/03/92 22

Insomnia

51.

Omayma Khalaf Al
Mawali

F

Short Story Al Batnah 22/07/94 20

52.

Radhiya Abdullah
Saleem Al Ruziqi

F

Poetry

53. Raka Ghosh-Dastidar

F

Short Story

Muscat

15/06/97 17

A Shock At The Souk

54. Reem Al Ismaily

F

Short Story

Muscat

29/05/96 18

Think Again

55. Reem Al Said

F

Short Story

Muscat

20/04/96 18

Say No To Plastic

56

F

Short Story

Muscat

10/08/96 18

Maryam 101

F

Short Story

Muscat

30/10/96 18

Talal The Turtle

40. Murooj al-Bahrani
41.

Muzna Mohammed
Al-Hadhramia

Reem Al-Lawati

57. Saja Al-Hashar

Al Dakhliya 30/01/93 23

Burden

Amina And Me
Forgiven Day

58.

Radhiya Abdullah
Saleem Al Ruziqi

F

Poetry

Al Dakhliya 30/01/93 21

Stars Our Life

59.

Radhiya Abdullah
Saleem Al Ruziqi

F

Poetry

Al Dakhliya 30/01/93 21

My Teachers

60.

Radhiya Abdullah
Saleem Al Ruziqi

F

Poetry

Al Dakhliya 30/01/93 21

TOEFL Exam
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Sr
No.

Name

GenCategory
der

Area

Date of
Age
Birth

Title of Entry

61.

Radhiya Abdullah
Saleem ALRuziqi

F

Poetry

Al Dakhliya 30/01/93 21

Take Me Away

62.

Radhiya Abdullah
Saleem ALRuziqi

F

Poetry

Al Dakhliya 30/01/93 21

Orphans

63.

Radhiya Abdullah
Saleem ALRuziqi

F

Poetry

Al Dakhliya 30/01/93 21

People Are Not The
Same

64.

Radhiya Abdullah
Saleem ALRuziqi

F

Poetry

Al Dakhliya 30/01/93 21

University Of Nizwa

65.

Radhiya Abdullah
Saleem ALRuziqi

F

Poetry

Al Dakhliya 30/01/93 21

My Heart

66.

Radhiya Abdullah
Saleem ALRuziqi

F

Poetry

Al Dakhliya 30/01/93 21

Social Media

67.

Sakhiya Amour Rashid
Al-Mendhry

F

Poetry

Al Dakhliya 11/02/92 22

Mother

68. Sara Al-Balushi

F

Short Story

Muscat

29/03/96 18 The Call Of The Desert

69. Sara Al-Lawati

F

Short Story

Muscat

22/10/97 19

Shaikha Yahya Khamis
Al Ismaili

F

Poetry

Al Dakhliya 11/06/91 23

Cocks

71. Sharooq Rashid Al Abri

F

Poetry

Al Dakhliya 22/06/93 23

Rainy Day

Sakhiya Amour Rashid
Al-Mendhry

F

Poetry

Al Dakhliya 11/02/92 22

One More Chance

70.

72.

Short Story Al Dakhliya 30/11/94 20

Vindictive

73. Suha Said Al-Fahdi

F

The Curse Of Poverty

74. Tahra Tawfiq Al Zaabi

F

Article

Muscat

10/12/92 22

75. Taima Al Hashimi

F

Short Story

Muscat

19/04/97 17 Grateful For The Beasts

76. Wafa Al Balushi

F

Short Story

Muscat

11/09/96 18

Never Give Up

The Story Of My Life

77.

Shaikha Yahya Khamis
Al Ismaili

F

Poetry

Al Dakhliya 11/06/91 23

Something

78.

Shaikha Yahya Khamis
Al Ismaili

F

Poetry

Al Dakhliya 11/06/91 23

No One Cares

79.

Shaikha Yahya Khamis
Al Ismaili

F

Poetry

Al Dakhliya 11/06/91 23

New Morning

80.

Shaikha Yahya Khamis
Al Ismaili

F

Short Story Al Dakhliya 11/06/91 23
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A Woman’s Fate

Sr
No.

Name

81,

Shaikha Yahya Khamis
Al-Isamili

F

Poetry

Al Dakhliya 11/06/91 23

Just Like You

82.

Shaikha Yahya Khamis
Al-Ismaili

F

Poetry

Al Dakhliya 11/06/91 23

Not Yours

83.

Shaikha Yahya Khamis
Al-Ismaili

F

Poetry

Al Dakhliya 11/06/91 23

She

84.

Shaikha Yahya Khamis
Al-Ismaili

F

85.

Shaikha Yayha Khamis
Al-Ismaili

F

Poetry

F

Short Story

Muscat

27/08/95 19 The Master Of The Toad

F

Poetry

Muscat

06/03/90 24

Life Or Knife?!

88. Yusra Al Shibani

F

Poetry

Al Dakhliya 22/01/92 22

Beyond Words

89. Zainab Yasir Al Lawati

F

Short Story

90. Fahad Al-Issai

M

Poetry

91. Wafa Ba’Omar

F

Poetry

Muscat

27/08/95 19

Fear

M

Short Story

Muscat

13/10/92 22

Short Story: There Was
A Cat

86. Wafa Ba’Omar
87.

Widaad Khalid Hilal
Al-Harthy

GenCategory
der

92.

Harith Mubarak Saif Al
Battashi

93.

Idrees Darwish MohamM
mad Al-Shandoodi

Area

Date of
Age
Birth

Title of Entry

Short Story Al Dakhliya 11/06/91 23 In The Shadow Of Hers

Poetry

Al Dakhliya 11/06/91 23

Muscat

24/01/97 17

Al Batnah 17/12/90 24

Al Dhahira 17/07/92 1992

Not Yours

Expressing Our Gratitude
Live Your Life

A Fall Of A Heart

94. Mulki Al Jimhi

M

Short Story

Muscat

14/04/96 1996

Royals In Danger

95. Nizamudin Sharaf

M

Short Story

Muscat

25/03/92 1992

Alive
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Judges’ Report: Penned Thoughts
We were pleased to find such an enthusiastic and voluminous response to
the competition and felt that Ali himself would have been delighted that
so many local writers are keen to follow his inspiring example and thus
contribute to the development of Omani literature in English.
The topics and themes in some 96 entries were diverse, ranging from
parental and family love and relationships all the way to the horrors of
war, the curse of poverty, the Arabian Tiger’s tragedy, marine life, a call
to ban plastic, the Arabian bay horse, the call of the desert, and lyrical
accounts of human relationships. There were even two haikus among the
poetry entries.
With such a range of material in both prose and verse, judgement was
not easy. Broadly, in the poetry, we were looking for writing that showed
evidence of some craft in fashioning the language and also those elements
of style (imagery of different kinds, metaphor, simile, point of view,
rhythm) that make verse truly memorable. Pieces that exhibited, or came
close to exhibiting, these characteristics, and thus carried their content
with quite compelling force, were those we chose for focus in our final
selection. A good example was “The Dead Village”
Among the prose entries (short stories and articles), we were looking for
such qualities as an engaging narrative or plot, where appropriate, a fresh
angle on a familiar subject, an effective structure, hints of a personal
voice, and underpinned when necessary by precisely the literary devices
sought in the verse submissions.
Though in the end only three items were selected in each section, there
was much evidence in many submissions of a competence, or developing
competence, to express an Omani view of experience in a compelling way.
We trust that this first round of the Penned Thoughts Competition will
stimulate an even larger volume of entries in the coming year.
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Updated Results Summary
Poems
Rank

Name

Piece Title

1.

Mahnoor Anees Khan

The Dead Village

2.

Fahad Al-Issai

Live Your Life

3.

Ibtihal Al-Saadi

Sunset

Articles
1.

Ibtihal Al-Saadi

A Mother’s Voice

2.

Hajir Al-Zadjali

Are the Media Solely
Responsibile for the Development of Eating
Disorders Amongst Adolescents?

3.

Naailah Hassan

My Very Own Song

Short Stories
1.

Laila Abdullah Al-Abri

Silent Scream

2.

Shaikha Yahya Khamis
Al-Ismaili

A Woman’s Fate

3.

Mariam Haji

I Fall Unconscious

Highly Commended
1.

Nizamudin Sharaf

Alive

2.

Omayma Khalaf Al Mawali

Amina and Me

There are many different kinds of short stories, and among those submitted
we encountered humor, cruelty, twists of fate, and compassionate stories
of love and understanding. Most dealt with universal problems through
story and the use of the imagination, and the best did so within an Omani
context in ways that would help readers identify and see life and problems
in a different way.
There are certain essential elements that a good short story needs:
character, setting, dialogue and plot. The situation needs to develop to
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some climax, and whether the story is written from a first person point of
view, or a third person point of view, it needs to let the reader get into the
chief character’s inner feelings and show some change in that character by
the end of the story. The good stories submitted did this, and had endings
with an element of surprise, not something predictable.
Of course, when work is submitted to a competition, presentation and
proof reading are important; so is having a reader-friendly format and
font. Most writers attended to important points like the title, the story
structure, point of view, and such matters as layout, paragraphing and
punctuation: in some of the very good stories, there were some difficulties
with grammar, but because this was the first competition, and if the errors
did not undermine the significance and emotional power of the story, we
gave more importance to the elements above. All entries needed further
editing and attention to detail, a skill we believe writers will get better at
with reading and writing experience.
In summary, the reader of a short story wants to be engaged from the
first paragraph and then to be enveloped in the story, to care about the
character’s and to be left with an ending that need not ‘solve’ the problem,
but seems fitting and lingers after the reader has finished reading.
All the prize winners and commended stories achieved this in their different
ways. Other entries succeeded too, but perhaps were too undeveloped to
engage the reader’s attention and emotion, or were confusing in some
aspects. In all, the reading was a very interesting and enjoyable experience.

Janet Holst
Rahma Al-Mahrooqi
Adrian Roscoe
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Penned Thoughts Statistics
Ages of Entrants

Figure 1: Shows the age distribution of the contestants. It is clear that the
majority of participants were under the age of 18 years, and the fewest being
of 16 years of age

Participants

Figure 2: Distribution of entrants based on gender and category of entry
A total of 95 entries were received, with 43 for the Short Story section, 39
Poetry submissions and 5 Article submissions. The majority of contributions
were from female participants, with an overall female participation rate of
92%, compared with only an 8% overall male participation.
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Gender of Entrants

No. of entries

Figure 3: Percentage of participants’
gender

Figure 4: Percentage of entries based
on category of entry

Figure 3 shows that 50% of the entries were in the Short Story category,
45% in the Poetry category, and 5% in the Article category.

Regions

Figure 5: Distribution of entrants based on origin/area of residence

The majority of participants hailed from the capital, Muscat, with the
remainder scattered between Al Dhakhliya, Al Batna and Al Dhahira
regions, and a single entry from Al Sharqiya. We hope to see a bigger
participation in the future from Oman’s other governorates and wilayats.
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POETRY
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First Place : The Dead Village

Blood lies everywhere
Even on deserted paths
Smoke billows from corpses
Such melancholy surrounds
Though screams have died
A child still wails on fallen back
Its mother wears a bloody gown
Its father’s hand gone slack
Only dripping taps and crickets are heard
In this dead village
No one speaks - not a word
Life died from foul pillage.
Lives slowly hacked to pieces
Smiles no more, no more fun.
Ironed shirts bloody in their creases
All lives have gone
And the silence of death has come.

Mahnoor Anees Khan,
Ibri - Al Dhahera Governorate,
Email: makaroni962@gmail.com
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Runner-Up : Live Your Life

Put crying flowers on my tomb
Alas that mum bore me in her womb
Don’t fret if tears flow down your cheek
Forget my life, your own happiness seek
Paint your heart with no memory of mine
Dump all recollections and you’ll be fine
For wasted time don’t sob and cry
Let all relating to us now die
Be happy and live your dreams
I figured so little in your life it seems.

Fahad Al-Issai,
Sohar Al- Batinah North Governorate,
Email: Fahad2010alessai@hotmail.com
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Third Place : Sunset

There…on the distant horizon
Between mountains and dusk
My anguished heart’s confused
There…where the sun melts
And the sky’s a sickly yellow
My heartbeat fades into silence
There…where birds migrate to sleep
My heart still waits in silence
Though far-off sea may hear its bleep
There…where the sky burns like fire
Birds scream with grief
At the sun now crying farewell
There…where my feelings dissolve
My heart so childlike stands
Awaiting days never to return…
Awaiting days that may never return…

Ibtihal Al-Saadi,
Al Suwaiq , Al- Batinah North Governorate,
Email: ibtihal-al-saadi@hotmail.com
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ARTICLES
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First Place : A Mother’s Voice

If a teacher asks you, answer her and be proud: you didn’t sleep
last night, you’ve studied so hard. Don’t stand like a statue and
make everybody laugh, you are clever just like me, show them what
you have. Write neatly and organize your book, don’t be dirty! This
is not how a notebook should look. Keep your clothes clean and
behave yourself- we’ve paid a fortune to buy every item on this
shelf. Wear your new clothes and don’t be stupid, you are my only
girl! And deserve to be spoiled. This is made of the latest material
which you are the first to wear, go and see your friends, but only
after I’ve combed your hair. This is a new design which nobody has
ever seen, you’re so special for me- you’re my everything, I mean.
Mom, I don’t really like it- it scratches my skin. Oh my God, what
am I hearing?! Is that really my own daughter’s din? OK, put all this
nice stuff in a bag- get going, fast- let’s go and burn it - my spoiled
one doesn’t want to feel like that! Go and get your clothes ironeddon’t wear them all shabby like that- looks like you’ve dragged
them out of a goat’s mouth- be careful and mind you don’t singe
them for which you will be punished so bad. Don’t ever think of
playing with the boys next door- feel like a girl- act like one- walk
slowly- you’ll be a lady in few years or a little bit more. Wash your
face before prayers with the herbal soap over there- you don’t want
people to see your muddy face and curly hair. Comb your hair- you
are not young, I don’t want to see that ‘sun’ on your head, or else I’ll
take you to the barber to shave it off just like your brother’s done.
Don’t interrupt when others are talking and keep quiet- People like
to have some privacy and what you are doing is not a good trait.
Stop jumping around like a monkey- and have a seat, you don’t
want people noticing your naughty character or always dirty feet.
But Mom! Never mind “Mom”- don’t eat fast and never think of
licking the spoon, food is not going to run a way- people will think
you’re a fool. I am going out, so look after your younger brothers,
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from the neighbors I’ll pick up some rumors. Be responsible- clean
the house as well as possible- wash the dishes and go careful with
those breakable- get up early and eat anything edible; I won’t be
home and on you I depend- there is a funeral I have to attend. Iron
your younger siblings’ uniforms and make them ready- I know it’s
too much- but do your best- sweet honey. Oh this is boring me….
Get up you sleepy head! I feel so bored! Look at the neighborsthey’ve already gone to the market and brought everything they can
afford- you are so spoiled and I don’t know why! Is it really my fault?
A mystery that needs someone to clarify. Never mind that laptopleave it there- come to the sitting room- have some fun- there is a
nice movie on about a poor bride and a wealthy groom. This is how
Omani bread’s made- don’t be hesitant- move your hands as soft as
a shade. What will you do if it is your husband’s favorite?! I’ll just
tell him to ask his mother to make it. Oh my God! I didn’t hear that!
You’re going to suffer a lot- and that’s surely a fact.
Ibtihal Al-Saadi,
Al Suwaiq, Al-Batinah North Governorate,
Email: ibtihal-al-saadi@hotmail.com
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The Runner Up : Are the Media Solely Responsible
for the Development of Eating Disorders among
Adolescents?

If I asked each and every one of you here today to look in the mirror,
you would all see a different image. Some of you might like what
you see and others might feel ashamed. How many of us would
turn away and dwell on imperfection or even turn away ashamed,
fearful of their own reflection? And if I asked you to step on those
weighing scales you keep hidden under the bathroom sink, how
many would be embarrassed to confess the findings? How many
of us have thought about shedding a few pounds by exercising or
restricting certain kinds of food in our diet, just to have hourglass
figures or rock hard abs? Of course, we’ve all been through this, but
what we don’t realize is that some of us are really suffering. There
are those among us who are dying silently because of insecurity
they feel about their body. Now, perhaps, you’re starting to wonder
who these people are and what’s happening to them. Well, have you
ever heard of eating disorders?
Dictionaries generally define an eating disorder as a disruption in
eating habits ‘characterized by a range of psychological disorders’.
And the four main disorders they mention are anorexia nervosa,
bulimia nervosa, orthorexia nervosa, and binge eating. Anorexia is
a lack or loss of appetite, binge eating is overeating in a short period
of time, bulimia is a cycle of binge eating following by purging, and
orthorexia is an obsession with only eating what is healthy. So, now
we know what eating disorders are. But what really causes them?
‘Today, eating disorders are primarily thought to be symptoms
of psychological problems like depression, anxiety, and low selfesteem’, says Kathryn Hansen, an ex-bulemic and author of Brain
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Over Binge. In reality, however, it isn’t always about food and weight,
and so experts hesitate to name a specific cause of EDs. But there
are certain factors that do influence them such as control issues,
perfectionism, societal and peer pressure, and the media.
As Arabs in the twenty-first century, we are extremely influenced
by the West and western culture. We’ve become vulnerable to their
media, as well as to our own, and more and more of us have been
developing eating disorders. The media’s job involves projecting
society’s view of beauty by indoctrinating us to believe that beauty
is linked to what they see as the ideal level of thinness and body
weight. This is why ‘pressure to fit a cultural standard of beauty is
highest among the teen years’. One study has shown that two out
of three high school girls try hard to lose weight. This is because
of the love, popularity and beauty associated with being thin and
the negative characteristics connected with being overweight, like
being fat, ugly, unpopular, and lazy. People prefer to be slimmer,’
Hansen says. ‘Girls want to look good and they know if they gain
weight, society won’t accept them. In our society it’s seen as the
slimmer the better.’
Societal and peer pressure are initially created by the media and
hence contribute to the development of EDs. The media, then,
have created a deadly trend: those who fit the trend are likely to
be popular and accepted; but those who don’t are bullied, thereby
leading to possible eating disorders. In the Middle East, however,
being thin is not always seen as attractive; being rather curvaceous
and well-toned is what society here has traditionally aimed for and
being big and plump is a sign of beauty. Indeed, in the South of
Oman, women are actually encouraged to fatten themselves up
before marriage, because being skinny is not acceptable. Related
to this, one study has suggested that eating disorders used to be
‘nearly non-existent in Islamic countries due to the cultural ideal of
a curvaceous female form and patriarchal social structure.’
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Generally, though, research has neglected the damage done to us
by the Western media. According to some women, in other parts of
the Arab world ‘women lose self-esteem because men are looking
at such “hot” women and then comparing them with their wives.
They begin undermining their wife’s self-esteem by asking why
she can’t look like Haifa or some other celebrated singer or actress.
They don’t accept others for who they are, but wish them to be
someone else. The West has not only transformed our society’s
sense of beauty, but has driven us to stereotype our own people and
undervalue their beauty because they don’t resemble the skinny
Western models on TV.
A further point is that there is definitely more pressure on women
than on men. One commentator has said say that “Even if a man is
fat, he wants to marry a slim girl…It’s not seen as the same for him.”
This pressure, triggered by society and ultimately by the media, has
driven many of our young girls to develop EDs. ‘In some families
girls are pressured to be thin, especially if the family believes this
will improve their marriage prospects,’ says a certain Dr Thomas. So,
is marrying off our girls by obliging them to starve themselves better
than accepting them for who they are and how they look?
Thus, although EDs have no specific cause, control issues and
perfectionism play a major role in triggering them. In an article by
Dianne Mickely, she writes: ‘Faced with things you can’t control, you
turn to things you can control.’ So, what can you control? Numbers
and quantities perhaps and the ones that scare you most. That way
you might have a chance to strive for perfection. And, let’s face it,
the perfect person we desire to be is NOT fat or overweight, for most
people believe that ‘when slimmer they are closer to a perfect life.’
An established tradition is that Arabs always eat together. Now, a
former school counsellor has said that some girls don’t eat ‘because
they are afraid of getting fat’, and since families now rarely sit down
to eat together like they once did, it is almost impossible to monitor
a child’s eating habits. Hence, if we don’t always get to eat with our
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parents, and our parents have no idea about what we’re eating, the
probability of our developing eating disorders is very high.
For too long, we Arabs have neglected eating disorders, because
they aren’t seen as an issue in our region of the world - but that’s
no excuse for turning our backs and ignoring them. They are simply
too serious to be taken lightly. True, no specific cause of EDs has
been found, but we should not forget the many unhealthy results
and lifelong problems they produce, both mental and physical.
Today, then, as you all leave this room, please do me a favour. I want
you to look at yourselves and ask if you and the others around you
are eating properly. Would you rather die in misery looking like a
perfect model or die in peace just the way you are? It’s your choice
in the end. Even if you choose to ignore the problem because you
don’t have it yourself, at least lend a hand to those who are battling
it.
Hajir Al-Zadjali,
A’seeb, Muscat,
Email: Zadjali.h@hotmail.com
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Third Place : My Very Own Song

Being the only girl raised in an Islamic family in Africa, making the
right decision about which degree to pursue wasn’t a problem. The
problem was where to do this. Because most of my friends had been
accepted by overseas universities, I naturally yearned for the same.
My persistence and daily nagging drove my parents to decide finally
on Oman as the ideal place for me to pursue my post-secondary
education.
Kenya and Oman of course are located on different continents, but
the distance between the two nations is not as great as it may seem.
Kenya lies on the East of Africa, whereas Oman is located on the
Arabian Peninsula, which make the two countries about 3,610 kms
apart - about 4 hrs 40 minutes by air and with a time difference
of only 1 hour. To me, then, Oman seemed to be just around the
corner. Easy! But in reality I was quite unprepared for the challenges
that lay ahead. Being away from home as an international student
seemed a great idea at the time. Little did I know what was in store
for me.
My father is Omani and therefore a large part of his family lives in
the Sultanate. I knew all his relatives by name, but none personally.
I must admit that it was thrilling to meet all my extended family at
last, and I was taken aback by how affectionately they warmed to
me, as though indeed they had always known me. I came to discover
later that this was part of Omani culture, which is communal in
nature and places a great deal of importance on family. It was
something I had not experienced when growing up in Kenya. More
importantly though, I should mention that I hadn’t learnt to speak
a single word of Arabic!
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Unsurprisingly, then, my early days at university were, alas,
horrible. During my first class (it was in IT), the teachers spoke only
in Arabic to introduce herself and the course….I felt exasperated,
tears quickly accumulating and my throat, as it were, on fire. A
feeling of helplessness wouldn’t go away and I found myself just
imitating everything the other students were doing throughout the
class. This, fortunately, wasn’t the same for all the others courses,
for they were taught in English (though native Arabic teachers liked
to add a tinge of Arabic for easier understanding.) However, day
after day I met students who shied away from me the moment I
spoke English when addressing them or even when ordering food
in the university restaurant. Only slowly did I begin to learn a few
words of Arabic and thus find it easier to make friends. Also the
fact that Arabic is the language of the Qur’an inspired me greatly to
make progress, though Oman’s different dialects puzzled me.
I must also admit that culture shock hit me hard too. I came from a
country that made no distinction between males and females, and
though the University of Nizwa is coeducational, at the same time
it promotes traditional Omani values, such as restricting males and
females from freely mixing with one another. As a foreigner, I found
this initially rather strange, because I was not accustomed to gender
segregation. Hence, I often found myself conversing with Omani
male students during classes or even when asking for directions to
find my way around campus, which in turn only seemed to raise
eyebrows and concern from my female classmates. On the other
hand, as time passed, I began to understand and appreciate the
value of this gender gap, as it caused my Islamic faith to rise to
levels I had never imagined possible. Yes, I was Muslim, but not
being born in an Islamic country made me close my eyes to integral
aspects of my religion. For instance, at local fitness centres,
Omanis also make it a priority to separate females from males, thus
allowing women to feel more comfortable when working out and
exercising. Similarly, there are mosques for people to walk to within
five minutes anywhere in the country. In addition, there are even a
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few churches in Muscat where Christians are permitted to practise
their faith freely, which is something I never expected in an Islamic
country.
As a female student, I also enjoy the Sultanate’s rules for security,
especially when compared with the recent turmoil and unrest in
my native Kenya. An excellent example is the dormitory system
at the University of Nizwa, with its precise rules about access to
female hostels and regulations for female students wanting to leave
campus. Then, too, there is the matter of transport. Back home, I
used to get around by any means necessary, be it by bicycle, tuk-tuk
(a three-wheeled taxi cab), motor bike, taxi, or even donkey. It didn’t
really matter as long as I reached my destination on time. However,
transportation is very different in Muscat, my new hometown. As a
young woman here, I have fewer transport options, because females
are customarily chaperoned by male family members. In addition,
females are warned against taking a taxi by themselves because
of safety concerns. Nevertheless, travelling in Oman is very safe
because I am always with my family and the country is stable.
I find Oman’s education system impressive and its university
standards, I believe, compare well with standards worldwide, thus
ensuring a flow of high-quality graduates. It is inspiring to see
how Omanis make enormous efforts to improve their proficiency
in English, especially at the university level, where the language
is widely used as the medium of instruction. I also feel that the
government and its Ministry of Higher Education are very generous
in providing student scholarships, which is quite rare in the Republic
of Kenya. The education system back home, however, is rigorous
and challenging, because students are required to spend half of
their lives in school and up to 12 hours a day in the classroom!
Being a foreign student certainly involves an uphill struggle, partly
because you miss the comforts of home and family, and you need to
adjust to your new surroundings. However, I have had many novel
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experiences and met people who have made me grow and mature.
Interacting with those from totally different backgrounds and
cultures has made me value my own upbringing as well as those
of others. From each mistake and problem encountered I have
become a better person. I hope all this is the beginning of many
more adventures to come and I look forward to going home this
summer happy about what Oman has changed me into – a proud
Muslim and a vibrant woman!
Naailah Hassan,
Muscat,
Email: hasnaila@hotmail.com
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First Place : Silent Scream

‘A monster lives in my house,’ Reem thought that night as she lay
on the bed. It was 1a.m., and shouts and screams of anger came
from the bed four feet from hers. Reem was angry, too. The next
day she had to wake up early to catch the 6 a.m. bus to school, but
this Majnoona was not asleep yet, so how could she sleep? Look at
her waving her arms in the air, screaming and shouting at nobody.
Could she see Jinns that we could not? Hiba was lying on her bed,
sleepless as usual, making a noisy party out of the silent night in
the bed room she shared with five of her sisters. She lay in the
rumpled bed, her oily black hair uncombed, her tiny body that had
carried her mysterious soul for thirty years now. Reem felt drums
beating in her ears, and with every beat her anger grew. I just want
to sleep, she screamed within. And, as happened every night, her
anger reached the point of hopelessness, and hot tears filled her
eyes and ran down her cheeks, and she cried herself to sleep.
The next morning, Reem washed her face and stared at her puffy
eyes for a long time; only the thought of missing the bus moved her
away from the mirror. On the way to school, she inhaled the fresh
morning air and rejoiced at the thought of a whole eight hours away
from the house. When she reached the school, she caught a glimpse
of Sara, the girl who always laughed like a happy child, always
laughing and laughing. Didn’t she have anything to worry about?
- Hi Reema. Sara waved as she approached giggling.
Reem waved back very politely as she was with everyone. - Have you
just woke up? You have puffy eyes.
- Ah... Well it’s the morning. Didn’t we all just wake?
Sara burst out laughing, and Reem flattered her with a faint smile.
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- I’m excited about Wednesday. Daddy is taking us to Dubai for the
weekend.
- Oh really. How sweet.
When Sara had gone, Reem thought how she had never had a happy
trip. She was the best student at school, but she had never been
rewarded with a trip with her family. It was all because of that
Majnoona….Why do I have a retarded sister? I’d rather die, she
thought.
She recalled a day when they had been to the park in Muscat, and
how embarrassed she’d been. The Majnoona had kept walking a bit
and then bending down to touch the ground. She’d kept repeating
this for a long time, just as she did at home, when she opened a
door or switched on and off the light. Everybody had stared at them
that day. How cruel people were! ‘Don’t look at us!’ she’d wanted
to scream. ‘Leave us alone!’ Poor mother had had to make another
sacrifice and wait outside for everybody with the Majnoona, and they
had only stayed for a very short time in the park. That red swing had
been occupied the whole time by an evil girl, so Reem could not
have a turn before they went home. As they left, her father said, “I
wanted to take you out, Binti, but it just won’t work.”
Father was kind, but he was not like mother. She was very tolerant
of the Majnoona; she was very strong. When the women came to
the house, and the Majnoona started screaming and shouting at
them, mother just smiled. She made a joke out of it, and she never
apologized to the women. Of course Reem would never see this: she
would hear it from the next room where she always hid.
The bell ringing at the end of the long day was celebrated by every
kid, except Reem. She loved school because it felt safe and quiet.
When she walked from the bus stop to their house, she could hear
her sister’s yells from the neighbourhood. She looked around
swiftly and then hurried her steps to the house, thinking if she is
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deaf and mute, how is it, for God’s sake, that she can scream louder
than anybody I know?
As Reem entered the house, Hiba was talking with her mother
making her awkward sounds and waving signs that only her mother
understood, for Hiba had never learnt proper sign language; neither
had she ever been diagnosed as having any mental disorder.
Reem said, ‘Assalamu Alaikum’, and her mother answered her and
quickly turned to Hiba, who had immediately shouted to get back
her mother’s attention. Hiba was angry, as usual, telling how she
hated this and that, blaming mother for visiting Rahma, a relative
of the family. Hiba was making an ugly face, which was Rahma,
and she pushed mother’s arm a couple times. Reem tried to tell her
mother about school, but Hiba screamed and told her to wait. She
was talking to mother. But she was always talking to mother, Reem
thought.
Later that afternoon, when Reem was watching TV, Hiba called to
her: ‘Eee, Eee!’ Reem saw her sister was making a sign for a bag,
pretending to hold something in her hand, so Reem reluctantly
handed Hiba her school bag and Hiba gave her such an innocent
smile. Hiba liked to look at the school books, but Reem hated her
doing it. One day she’d woken up in the morning to find her books
scattered all over the floor.
Reem felt overwhelmed by Hiba and did not feel able to invite
her friends home because she never knew how Hiba would react
towards them But Reem would never hurt Hiba. Sometimes she
even sympathized with her, especially when Hiba was quiet. But as
soon as the screaming started, Reem went into an inner conflict of
thoughts and feelings of fear, anger, and despair.
That evening, the doorbell rang, and the children screamed, ‘Fatma
is at the door!’
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“Oh God, don’t we have enough to worry about,” Reem muttered,
finding her way to the closest room, intending to hide; but her
mother asked her to stay with the guest while she finished working
in the kitchen. Entering the room, she found Fatma there, with her
round glasses and colorful clothes that made her look like a young
girl. I bet she’s 60, Reem thought. She greeted the woman and sat
next to her. Hiba sat in a corner of the room staring at the guest.
Reem could not predict if she would get mad in a few minutes. Then
Hiba started pointing at Fatma, trying to get her attention, but the
woman would not look at her. Hiba was trying to be nice and to
start a conversation. Such a rude woman! Why wouldn’t she look
at Hiba? Seeing her sister ignored so, Reem realized things she had
never thought of before. She suddenly knew why her sister hated
their relative, Rahma. She knew why her sister talked to her mother
all the time. And why Hiba was so full of anger. It was because no
one listened to her. She was screaming out the thoughts and the
feelings she could not express, and the emptiness she did not know
how to fill. She screamed out, but it was as if her screams were silent.
That night Hiba went to sleep early, so Reem stole some time to
spend with her mother before she went for a rare quiet night’s sleep.
‘Mother, why haven’t you ever sent Hiba to a special needs school?
‘She was my first child and she was born at a time when we did
not know what to do,’ Reem’s mother answered with a deep sigh.
‘Nobody gave us a good advice,’
‘But was she always like that?’
‘Like what?’
‘Mentally challenged.’
‘She grew up as a quiet child, but then when she was about 12, she
started to do these things.’
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‘Why don’t you ignore her? She only screams to you. Only you.’ As
Reem said that, her eyes were filling with tears. She felt sorry for
her mother, yet admired her strength.
‘ If I don’t listen to her, who would? Everybody mistreated her. Even
her grandmother used to give her toys away to other children.’
‘But why?’
‘As a punishment. She punished her for being mischievous, but the
poor child was just different. It is not her fault she was born this
way.’
Reem hugged her mother very tightly, as if she had not seen her for
ages, but her mother laughed loudly and told her she was stopping
her from breathing. Again mother was making a joke in a serious
moment, Reem thought.
That night Reem cried again. She cried for being so ignorant. She
cried because she hadn’t understood. She cried because she felt
ashamed. She had never tried to put herself in her sister’s shoes,
or tried to imagine what she thought, or how she felt. She recalled
incidents when everybody in the house had talked and laughed, and
Hiba had only stared at them. She must have felt as an outsider
in her own family. What if Hiba was not mentally challenged?
What if everything she did was just a reaction to a childhood she
had lived without being able to communicate normally with her
surroundings? She imagined herself unable to hear or talk for a
half a day and she knew that she would explode. At that moment,
Reem wiped her tears and decided that she would not feel ashamed
anymore of her sister. She did not owe anyone apologies for her
sister being what she was. She resolved to be more tolerant.
The next day Reem’s father tied a swing to a tree outside the
house. She was very excited to play on it, but she decided to call
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Hiba first and show her the swing. As usual, Hiba was shouting at
her mother, but Reem approached her with slow steps and tried
to catch her attention. After being shouted at a couple times, she
finally managed to get Hiba to listen to her. She invited her to come
outside and there she invited her to try the swing. Hiba smiled, but
shook her head, refusing to try it. Then she made signs to Reem
that you-ride-and-I-swing-you. So Reem sat on the swing and Hiba
pushed her and the laughs of both of them could be heard from
inside the house. Going up and down, Reem felt her soul touching
the blue pure sky, and she felt the breeze kissing her cheeks, and at
that moment she thought, an angel lives in my house.
Laila Abdullah Al-Abri,
Al Rustaq, Al Dakhliah Governorate,
Email: alabrilaila@gmail.com
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Runner Up : A Woman’s Fate

The news soon spread like a smog through the small town from the
north to the south. It was announced that School1 was an undesirable
thing. The English word had reached this part of the Gulf without
its Arabic synonym, so that people used it blindly, even the senior
citizens, and it was causing a lot of trouble.
The School had announced that there would be a school uniform for
all girls who wish to enroll in the coming year. It would be a pair of
white trousers, a brown dress and a white small scarf. The length of
the brown dress should be to the knee.
Sara was a nine years old, with black hair and eyes. She had already
spent two years at School, but before this she had always worn her
house dress for school. She loved school and study so much that she
would open her books and tell everything she had learned to her
younger sisters, Raya and Fatma. Raya was only four years old, and
Fatma was a six, but even for her the word school meant something
great, though she was only a child.
That day, when their father came back after Al-Maghrib prayer and
entered the house, he called in a loud voice, “Al- Salam Al-Ikom, “
and went straight to his room to take off his dishdasha and cap. He
was a very strict man whose time had given men power and pushed
them to show their dominance.
He then went directly to the kitchen, where the mother was cooking
rice.
“ You’ve returned?”3 the mother said.
“Yes. Where is Sara?” the father asked.
“ I think she’s playing with her sisters.”
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“ See, I’ve heard about this new school dress. I am a man and I will
not let my daughter wear anything so alien.”
“ But, think of her future. She must be educated.”
“ I see no purpose to it all,” and he yelled from the kitchen, “Sara,
come now immediately!”
Sara had been lying on her mat in the small bed room. Hearing her
father’s voice, she threw the book she was reading and ran to the
kitchen.
“Yes, Dad.”
“Why don’t you help your mother? You need to start cooking now.”
“Yes, Dad,” Sara murmured.
He left the kitchen, and Sara went near her mother and picked up
the teapot. She poured tea into a cup.
“Oh, my hand! Oh!” She ran to the bathroom.
Her mother followed and found Sara crying in pain. Her left thumb
was burnt.
“How many times I have said be careful! You’ve burnt yourself. I’ll
get the olive oil,” the mother said anxiously.
Sara went to her room and found her sisters playing with her bag and
books. She was angry and beat them with her right hand, weeping.
The mother came in holding the olive oil. “What’s happing here?
Oh, Allah what’s this mess?”
“They have torn some pages from my book,” Sara cried.
“I told you to put them away from your sisters. It is your own
mistake.”
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The mother put some oil over her daughter’s thumb and rubbed it.
Then she said, “I’m going to check the rice. Raya and Fatma, you be
quiet.”
But Sara was still tearful and she hit her sisters again, and they went
to their mother crying.
“So this is what we have gained from School!” the mother said.
After that, the family gathered for dinner, a large metal plate of
chicken and rice placed on a big metal tray on the sitting room
floor. The father prayed, “In the name of Allah. Oh Allah! Bless the
food you have provided us and save us from the punishment of the
hellfire.” They all started to eat.
Sara looked across at her father. “Dad, I have to cut out a dress for
the next year. The school will open in September. They want us to
wear a different dress, not our house dresses.”
“It’s western dress. No woman should wear such a dress,” the father
replied.
“I don’t think it’s western. It looks just like an Omani dress.”
“You know more than me?”
The mother eyed Sara and warned her with an expression to stop
speaking. She looked at her husband and said, “ Oh, children are
naughty these days!”
Sara stood up, saying, “So? You will not allow me to go to the school?
Hasn’t our prophet said, ’Go in quest of knowledge, even unto China’ ?
I do know more than you!” She ran to her room and shut the door.
The father stood up to wash his hands and then to go to pray AlIsha prayer. The mother went to see Sara.
“Never speak to your father like this! You don’t know him like me.
He knows what is best for us,” she said.
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“You are cheating yourself, Mom. This is not a life!” Sara cried.
The mother moved near her daughter and held Sara’s chin. “Don’t
make yourself so uneasy, my daughter. I am worried about you.”
“So I have to start doing the tough work here?”
“We all have to help your father. We have to eat and live.”
“ I hate all this!”
Sara lay on her mat, covering herself with her quilt. Her mother
went out to finish the house work.
Days passed, and the school was opened for the new year. Many
girls did not go to the school because of the decision about the new
school uniform. Sara would wait each day for the boys who lived
next her house to hear about the school. Every day she asked them
what they had done at school, and she would return each day to her
house, crying that she had missed a chance with no reason.
One afternoon, as she was going to her aunt’s house to play with her
cousins, she met Ali near his house. He was ten and lived nearby.
Because he was from a different tribe, his family was more broadminded, and especially since his parents were literate.
Ali was surprised to see her. “Sara, I haven’t seen you for a long
time. Why don’t I see you outside playing these days?” He moved
near her. “You look exhausted, Sara. Are you okay?”
“Well, I have to help my mother in all chores. I have to work at the
long farm, to, .cutting grass and corn for the cows and goats in the
morning. Then, I go to feed them with my mom. I have also to take
care of my two younger sisters. Many things need to be done. To be
honest, I wake up at dawn and I don’t sleep until night.” Her tears
wanted to fall as she spoke, but she was strong and held them back
“You do all that, Sara! You are becoming a farmer, or a housewife!”
Ali smiled.
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There was silence for a few minutes. Sara pretended to observe the
mango tree, while Ali was looking at the falaj4. The sound of water
flowing into the steams was lovely.
Then Ali looked at Sara, “Why don’t you have a worker? Your father
has a lot of money. He can afford one.”
Sara turned toward Ali and said, “My dad is very intolerant. I’ve
heard my mom complaining to my granny. He wouldn’t let me go to
school because of the new dress. He won’t employ any worker. My
mom is tired of working day and night.”
They heard a voice calling Sara. “ It’s my Aunt Nasra’s voice,”
and she whispered to Ali that she hated the old woman, then said
farewell and returned to the house.
There she found her uncle’s wife, Nasra, with her two daughters,
Asma and Mariam, sitting with her mother, eating dates and
drinking coffee. She shook hands with them all and then seated
herself near her mom.
“It is much better now that Sara is sitting in the home instead
of going to school,” the uncle’s wife said, “ From the beginning I
never allowed my daughters to attend School, and now they are all
married.”
“For a woman, it is better to be wed and to rear her kids,” her mom
said.
Sara wanted to say something. She could hardly bear to be speechless,
but she remembered her mom’s instructions that she should remain
silent in the presence of older women. She heard them say that
they would come to take her the following day. She was shocked.
She realized her destiny. Here, girls were married off at an early
age without consulting their views or sensations. Her friend Fatma
had recently been married to a young boy from her relatives. Sara
thought of other young girls who had been married, too.
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She was wondering which one of her cousins she would be married
to. She thought of Ahmed. He was a very handsome boy, and smart
as well. But she remembered that Ahmed was in Muscat studying
and couldn’t be married now. She thought then of Mansoor, who
was younger than her. Then, she thought of Said and Habib, but their
mother wasn’t the aunt, Nasra. Their mother was from Zanzibar.
Her Aunt Nasra had only five sons, Juma, Ahmed, Mansoor, Ibrahim
and Khalid, she was thinking, IIbrahim and Khaild were old and
already married.
Aloud, she said, “I hate all this. I don’t want to marry.”
She ran to her room. She wanted to complete her study and become
a doctor. Yet her dream had already been smashed in front of her
eyes. She went to open her bag to look at her notebook. She thought
of asking Ali to teach her. The Imam called to Al-Mugrub prayer. As
she got up for ablutions, she saw a crescent moon shining in the
sky. It was so beautiful and so gentle. She stopped and eyed at it
deeply until she heard the sound of her mother speaking to her two
sisters.
“Where did you go, Mom?” Sara asked.
“I went with Nasra to Aiza’s house. She’s given a birth to twins.
They are sick.”
“Why don’t they take them to the hospital in Muscat?”
“Hospital! People have died because of that stupid place. A family
from Al-Jafriya village went to the hospital and the boy’s sickness
increased. They gave him an injection. How can any child bear their
harsh tools! Allah protect us from their malice.”
“I’m going to pray, Mom”
“ Today is the first of Shaaban5. We are getting near Ramadan,” her
mother said.
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After prayers, Sara took her notebook, intending to go out.
“Where are you going?” her sister, Fatma, asked quietly.
Sara said quickly, “Don’t tell anybody. I am going to study with Ali.
He’s offered to help me to read more and more.”
“Ali!” Fatma laughed. “ You ought to be going with Juma. He is your
husband.”
Sara stopped and turned back toward her sister. “What? I have no
husband, in the first place. Second, stop laughing at me. I’ m older
than you.”
She went outside the house.
Their father came in happily holding a purse. He went to his room
where he had found his wife organizing the mats.
“ I’ve married Sara to my nephew Juma for seven qoreesh.”6
“Thank Allah! Nasra came to visit us in the afternoon. They are
going to take Sara tomorrow.” The mother spoke sorrowfully. She
could not add anything more. Juma was about twenty years old. He
had already divorced twice. He was a playful man. He worked with
his father in the souk where they had three shops. She did not like
Juma or his father. They were greedy people.
The mother had only three daughters, so when her husband died,
all his property would be divided between her, her three daughters
and her husband’s stepbrothers. There were many stepbrothers
from three different mothers. She was afraid that Juma’s father was
planning something by marrying his son to Sara.
The father was busy counting the money and locking it inside
themandoos7 when Fatma knocked the door of her parents’ room
and entered.
“Sara’s gone outside,” she said.
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“To where?” the father said angrily.
Fatma didn’t reply. She looked at her mother with a scared face. She
knew that she had made a mistake. The father shouted at Fatma
until she told him the truth. He immediately picked up his stick and
went outside, hurrying like a fugitive zebra from an enraged lion.
Fatma ran to her room. The mother followed the father, attempting
to calm him down.
Sara was sitting with Ali, practicing reading the Holy Quran. A
lamp was standing between them, lighting the place smoothly like
the crescent moon.
“Here you are, girl!” the father said angrily. He pulled her by her
hair and the Holy Quran fell down.
Ali picked up the Holy Quran and kissed it. “I ask Allah’s forgiveness,”
he said.
The father took no notice and dragged Sara to his house. She was
crying. He threw her into the bedroom and hit her three times with
his stick, until the mother stopped him. The father caught Raya
stealing a look at the beatings and threw her into her room. Fatma
was lying there on her mat. Raya, panic-stricken, went over to Sara,
and Sara put an arm round her sister’s neck.
“Don’t be afraid, dear,” she said. Raya put her head on her sister’s
shoulder and burst into tears.
The mother then came, bringing a loaf of bread and honey that she
put on the ground for them.
“Don’t go without eating your dinner. I’m going to wash the dishes.
Sara, you don’t have to come to help me.”
“Thank you, Mom.”
The mother left. She wanted to be lenient, but she couldn’t. He had
warned her. How many times had she quarreled with him about her
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daughters? It was all she could do. Her life was totally reliant on
him. A wife had no option but to obey her husband’s every word.
Whether she liked him or not was not important, as long as she was
able to help him and provide him with all his needs. It was as if she
was in one wadi and her husband was in a totally different one.
The sound of the dawn prayer call soon awakened the village. Sara
had not slept. She went to her sisters and kissed both, as if bidding
them farewell. After praying, she opened the Holy Quran and tried
to read. She had memorized all the Amma Suwar8 , but she wasn’t yet
able to read the other Suwar perfectly. She started to read Surat AlNoor. She heard her father’s arrival from the mosque, but continued
to read on until she had finished the sura. She placed the book in
the recess on the wall and went to look for her mother. The mother
had gone to the barn where the cows and goats were. Sara found her
mom with three other women, her aunts Aysha and Ruqaiya and her
granny, all busy milking the cows. Sara greeted them. She watched
them working hard. When they finished the milking, they let the
goats and cows go out to the farm.
The father came in with a bag of flour which he gave to her mom.
Sara stood to shake her hand with her father. Then her aunts and
grandmother left with her father.
In the kitchen, her mom mixed water with the flour and some salt
and began to knead it to make bread. Sara watched her mother,
admiring her skill.
“Sara, would you like to try?” the mother asked.
“Sure.” Sara took lump of dough and started to knead. It was very
difficult. The dough kept falling from her hand.
“With practice you’ll be able to do it,” her mother said.
At that moment someone knocked on the front door, and the mother
went to see. Sara heard her mother say, “ Come in, you’re welcome.”
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“No, thank you,” she heard a man say. “We are in a hurry now.”
The mother came back into the kitchen. “Sara,” she said. “Go and
wash your hands. Your uncle is waiting for you.”
“Why?” Sara asked.
“Your father has married you to your cousin, Juma.”
“But Mom, I’m too young. I can’t live with a man!”
“Hurry now. There is no time for talking,” and the mother took
Sara’s arm to lead her.
Sara looked at her mother scornfully and pulled her arm away from
her mother’s hand. “I have to choose my own husband,” she said.
She looked up at the sky and went to wash her hands and face. She
came back and looked at her mother then went outside. Her uncle
was waiting there in his white dishdasha and cap. She said goodbye
to her mother who was now crying. Then she left with her fatherin-law, like a small camel that has been taken from its mother to be
presented to a zoo.
Her mother stood watching until they disappeared from sight. Then
she closed the door.
Glossary:
School : It is a word that had been spreading when the education
had started in the gulf. For Sara, I used the word school because she
knew its aim. For the people in the town, I had used School to show
that they used the word without knowing its meaning.
1

Al- Salam Al-Ikom: It is the Islamic greeting way when meeting
other people or entering the house. Even after the prayer, we say it.
2

You returned? : People say it naturally when they see a person
coming back even though they know the answer.
3
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Falaj: here, it refers to the irrigation canal in the town.

4

Shaaban : It is an Arabian month coming before Ramdhan.

5

Qoreesh: It was the common currency at the time. They were coins.

6

Mandoos: it is a wooden box used instead of a cupboard to keep
things.
7

Amma Part: It is the last section in the Holy Quran. It has 30 Suwar.

8

Shaikha Yahya Khamis Al-Ismaili,
Muscat,
Email: mahla93@hotmail.com
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Third Place : I Fall Unconscious

‘You don’t understand!’ I want to scream at her. ‘You don’t know
what it feels like, so stop pretending you do! Shut up! Get out of
my house!!’ I yell at her in my head, but I don’t say the words aloud.
I contain the pain and agony within me, like I always do. I hug my
knees tighter, and pretend to listen to what she is saying, but I hear
nothing. Tears fall down my face, carrying with them the last shreds
of dignity I had, mingled with more pain and shame than any one
person can comprehend. That one tear is so heavy with agony it
feels like open flames instead of water, as it streaks down my face.
‘Listen to me!’ she yells at me, the words only registering in my
mind because they were said so loudly.
‘I don’t want to listen! Leave me alone!’ All in my head.
I stare back at my baby sister, dead in the eyes, and my tears slowly
find their way down. I try to remember her growing up, and when
she became the older sister now giving me advice and urging me to
change my life. She’d always been the wild one, and I’d had to pull
her back and lecture her; and yet here we were. I brushed the tears
from my cheeks, and when I lifted my hand I saw that the water
wasn’t clear.
I stare at her dead in the eyes, not hearing her, of course not, just
panicking that the tears might wash away the thick layer of concealer
that hid the proof of her accusations. She keeps on talking, but I
never lose my outward patience; I’m only impatient on the inside,
the only place I’m allowed to be myself.
I bury my face in my knees, and my tears increase. It’s not her words
that cause me to cry harder; it is the look in her eyes - the pity,
the condescending wanting to help - that breaks my defenses, and
makes my eyes leak even more .
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She lays her hand on my shoulder, and my body automatically
recoils from the contact, as if her hand was a hot cigarette, not a
sign of tender care. She calls my name, but I refuse to answer, I
refuse to lift my face. The concealer is definitely washed away, and
I can’t risk her seeing the black and purple spots coloring my skin.
‘Do you want me to leave?’ she asks, and I whisper a yes. She clicks
away with her heels and closes the door behind her.
Nobody understands; nobody can feel the emotional pain caused
by my injuries. It feels as if my insides are burning, as if poisonous
fire is spreading inside me and scorching me alive, grilling me.
It feels as if the fire is followed by the pouring of hot pepper and
sour lemon on the burnt flesh, burning more, hurting more. It
feels as if someone is torturing me from the inside out. I dry the
tears mechanically, trying not to care, trying not to feel, trying to
convince myself that this is all a dream. But it doesn’t work; the
tape that keeps repeating itself in my mind starts playing the words
I’ve memorized.
I’m nobody, I am no one, I don’t matter, I’m worthless, I’m nothing.
I start to slowly clean the concealer off with a tissue wet with my
tears. I must look like a badly drawn painting, a piece of perverted
art, created by my crazed husband. When it is all gone, I bury my
face in my knees again, not crying, just fighting the pain, the voices
blaming me, the shame. I’ve always lived an internal war, and now it
seems I am losing the battle. I have turned into a scorched, beaten
victim. How did it happen? When did I become a victim? How did I
let myself get in this position? I can’t remember.
I feel fingers that once had seemed soft and warm as they caressed
my cheek, but now they feel like rough razors cutting my skin. I
keep the whimper locked between my lips; I bite down on them to
keep any sound from escaping them. No need to anger him, no need
to give him more reasons to hurt me.
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What makes him think he has the right to touch me this way?
Maybe the fact that I let him… How did I end up so broken, a weak
creature that won’t even defend herself? Shame, shame, shame! I
hate myself, I’m nobody, I’m worthless, I’m nothing. The tape plays
louder as I succumb to it, mocking me, breaking me. I feel his hard
lips on a splotch of purple skin, kissing it hungrily, and I fight back
the urge to shove him off and run to the bathroom to throw up.
‘Look at me!’ He growls, and I open my eyes to see his look loving
the bruises covering my face.
How can he love to see the signs of my pain? Isn’t he disgusted by
the way I am? Isn’t he fighting back tears and vomit? He was once a
man, but now he is a monster that enjoys my agony.
‘Get off of me! Leave me alone! Stop touching me! ‘ I scream at him
hopelessly in my mind. I scream, yell, shove, thrash and kick. All
of it contained in my head. I fight him back, but never physically. I
surrender to his strength.
When he’s done, I walk to the bathroom, unable to keep the tears
and pain locked inside me any longer. I lock the door, turn on every
water source, and fall to the ground. I weep my eyes out, with only
one word escaping my lips: ‘Why, why, why, why, why, whyy?’ I
moan.
The tape answers me, because I’m worthless, I’m nobody, I don’t
matter, I’m nothing. I pound my hands against the hard tiles,
wanting to hurt myself; I hate myself, I despise it. I pound until
my hands ache, but I don’t stop. It seems that I’ve lost the ability
to respond normally to pain. I keep pounding until my arms stop
responding to me. They fall to the ground, limp and bruised. I fall
as well, my face resting against the cold, rough tiles, unable to hold
myself up any longer.
I scarcely feel the tears traveling down my face; I scarcely feel the
pain surging through my body in throbbing waves. I feel warm liquid
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touching my skin, but I no longer care. A part of my mind registers
that I’m going into shock, and I happily surrender to the numbness.
A strong blow pulls me away from the dark shore. My face throbs,
pulses of blood pouring down my face.
‘GET UP! What are you doing on the ground?! MOVE! You goddamn
idiot!’ The yelling continues, the pain increases, until I reach a
beautiful, silen
Mariam Haji,
Samail, Al Dakhliya Governorate,
Email: Radhiyaalruziqi@gmail.com
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Alive
A part of him wanted to die in the operation theatre.
Drugged up, unconscious...
Painless.
A part of him hoped, as the OR nurse told him to count back from
10 with the mask over his mouth, to never wake up, to never come
back to reality.
But he survived.
The procedure was simple, and his condition would have been life
threatening about 200 years ago, but he still kind of hoped all the
same. Instead he came back to a bleak hospital room overflowing
with excessively worried people, fussing and preening over him.
He walked out of the hospital doors with these thoughts running
through his head, and was hit by the cold wind, like an icy splash
of water that jerked him out of his reverie. He wrapped his scarf
around his mouth and pulled his jacket a little closer around him,
trying to keep as warm as possible.
He did not consider himself to be some sort of suicidal maniac nor
was his life so depressing that he felt his problems could only be
solved with a swan dive. He just wanted to escape.
It was the monotony of it all, the constant drag he felt.
And it’s not like I’m gonna throw myself in front of the next bus, he
thought to himself.
The streets were crowded with people making their way to work,
carrying on with their lives. Crowds bustled about like they did
everyday, every week and every year. He looked around for a cab,
but found none. As he trudged forward, he pulled his scarf tighter
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around his face, finding little mercy from the wind.
When he woke up after the surgery, he was more surprised than
scared. Nurses bustled about, poking and prodding at him every
now and then, but for the most part he was left to his own dark
thoughts.
And so he pondered his existence...
Now as he walked amongst the living once more, he felt distant.
He felt like the normal world, with its obsession with fashion and
technology could not grasp his grim view on life.
What do they know of pain and suffering? Or so he thought.
As he neared the corner of the street, his eyes fell on a vagabond
leaning against the wall. The man was in his late thirties and wore
his scruffy clothes with particular indifference. his hair was matted
and dirty, and there were pieces of food stuck in his beard and
he had in his hand, the obligatory tin can. Most striking was the
cardboard sign he wore around his neck. The sign was like most,
hand drawn without much care but it was the question itself that
called attention. Like most signs of similar nature, this one too
asked a question that was witty and thought provoking at the same
time. As he neared the hobo and smirked as he read the sign, he
thought to himself,
Now here’s a guy who knows what it feels like to be me!
He stopped for a second and pulled out a roll of 100 dollar bills from
his jacket pocket and started flipping through it, before stopping
himself.
Let’s not get carried away, he thought to himself.
He replaced the roll, and the fumbled through all his pockets, until
he came upon a crumpled 20 dollar bill, the smallest denomination
he had. He dropped the bill in the cup and said,” You take care, man.”
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The homeless man smiled his wide, slightly toothless smile and
replied, “Thanks bro!”
He flinched a little as a wave of cheap booze, dried vomit and
general oral degeneration washed over him, and fought his gag
reflex. Quickly though ,he regained himself, flashed a smile and
turned to cross the road.
As he turned and stepped on the road, he was jerked back by the
scruff of his jacket. The bus blazed past him, out of control, moving
so fast his scarf and jacket whipped around him in a fury.
He should have died.
As he staggered back, the homeless man, with his unmistakable
stench, and hand still on the collar of the jacket asked him,
“You okay, bro?”
Still caught in a daze, the mans words barely cut through to him as
he looked around at the crowd forming around him, till his eyes fell
on that eloquent cardboard sign.
Yes, it felt good to be alive.
Nizamudin Sharaf,
Muscat,
Email: hasnaila@hotmail.com
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Amina and Me
“May Allah protect you”.
That was my father’s duaa when he left me for the first time in front
of my complex at the university. Yes, I really needed protection; I
actually needed a lot of things at that moment, that moment when
you are in the middle of new people, new places, and a new life.
I was thinking a lot about my roommate, because I had never lived
with a friend before. When I entered the complex I felt afraid; it was
so big that I even felt afraid of losing myself in it. My steps were
slow, but my hear,t booming like never before, was fast, and my
body was sweating. At last I reached my room , number 25A , and
with a shaking hand I opened the door and looked at my room. It
was small and very bright. I have always hated strong light; it hurt
my eyes, but I told myself that I would get used to it. The room had
only one bed and a single closet, although we were two. Perhaps the
complex was too full.
My roommate was waiting me with a wide smile on her bright face.
She had beautiful shiny hair and large black eyes. I greeted her and
started to put my clothes into my closet. I didn’t even say anything.
I felt nervous, and she was looking at me, and then she started to
talk. She asked me about my family, where I came from and a lot
of other questions. I gave her short answers, and then she told me
about herself.
Her name is Amina and she was the same age as me. She only had
one brother and she was from Wadi Almawel, a village not too far
from mine. She was a law student, which meant that we would not
be in the same classes, because I am an education student. She
talked for about half an hour, and then I started sharing, feeling
more comfortable with her. It was the first time I had enjoyed
talking with someone else. I felt that she was honest in every word
she said, maybe because of her calm face, and maybe because she
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was really like that. It was as if we had known each other for a long
time.
I asked her where the other bed and closet were, but she didn’t
know. She had already asked some workers in the complex to bring
another bed and closet, and she had left the one in the room for
me. She would keep her clothes in her bag and sleep on the floor.
What an amazing girl! Because of my hard experiences at school,
I had come to think that all the kind people had already left the
earth, and that all the people born these days were my enemies. I
still can’t forget how, when I was in my second grade class, I always
had to hide my books in a safe place in order to protect them from
the boys who liked to destroy my things and then laugh at me. It
was like a funny game to them. Or when I was in high school, how
some girls used to embarrass me in front of the teachers and the
other girls in order to make the teachers hate me, so I would not get
good marks. It was their way of competing with the excellent girls.
There were lots of other stories from my life that made me feel that
I couldn’t trust anyone, but I hoped that my roommate would be
different.
I couldn’t sleep that night. I cried a lot, I missed my parents and my
only sister. Besides, I was thinking a lot about my new life. Amina
wasn’t like me. She seemed quite comfortable, as though it was not
her first year at university. This really helped me, and was why I
started to get close to her. That was my first reason, but later it
became something else, as well.
I found in Amina all that I had dreamt to find it in real friends. She
had a quiet smile, and always told me about helping people and
about standing with the weak people when they had hard times. I
liked her beautiful voice when she read Quran. I felt then that all
the universe was quiet, and there was no sound except the sound
of her reading. She was like a sister to me; we became really close
friends.
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After four months of studying, something jumped into my life and
destroyed my happiness. It was my father’s death. He died in a car
accident. His death really shocked me. I didn’t just hear it with my
ears: it went straight into my heart, and it hurt me a lot. I stopped
my studies for a semester; I had lost the taste of life. I didn’t want
to feel happy any more, I felt that if I did feel happy, my father
would be angry. No one was with me. I stayed at home alone,
because my sister was studying in at the U.S. and my mother was an
administrator at the school in my village. But Amina came to visit
me in my house. She talked to me and she told me to be optimistic
and to stand on my feet again, because my sadness would not bring
my father back. She said, if he was alive he would surely not like to
see me living in this way. Her visit gave me a strong desire to leave
the sadness behind me and carry on with my life. I asked Amina to
visit me again, and she did. At that time, I knew that I really had
chosen the right friend.
The next time Amina came to visit me, I asked my mother to keep
breakfast for her. My mother was surprised, and why not? It was the
first time I had mentioned a friend. She asked me about Amina, and
I told her. She was happy because no one in my family expected that
anyone would get close to me. I wanted my mother to see her but
there was no chance, because Amina had to leave before my mother
returned home, because she had to prepare a meal for her family
before they got home.
When I went back to university, I felt happy, because I had missed
the university and my life with Amina. But again, the sadness
refused to leave me. It insisted on stealing every beautiful thing
in my life. In the first week of studying, I noticed that Amina felt
lazy, which was not like her; she had always been active. Then she
started to complain of a fever. At that time, I told her that she had
to go to the clinic, but she said that it was not necessary and that
in a few days she would be better. At the start of the third week, she
got worse, and I insisted on taking her to the doctor, but she refused
again. She promised that she would go the following morning.
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That morning I went to class and when I got back I went to check
on Amina. I called, but she didn’t answer. I called again and again,
but still she did not answer me. She was not moving, and I felt that
her soul had already left her body. I froze for minutes and then ran
to the social advisor of my complex. I couldn’t even talk to tell her.
I could hardly breathe. The Complex advisor calmed me down and
then asked me about the problem. I told her that Amina was dying;
she asked me who Amina was. I shouted, “My roommate!” She
continued to ask me about her, until I felt so angry that I shouted,
“She is dying and you keep asking me these stupid questions!”
Then I ran back to my room to see her but I couldn’t find her. I froze
again, and then felt all the universe spinning around me, and I fell.
When I woke up, I found myself in the hospital, my mother and
the doctor were beside me. My mother was afraid. I told her I was
fine and then asked about Amina. They looked at each other, and
then the doctor told my mother to leave us alone. My mother went
out, and the doctor stayed with me and asked about Amina, and
how I found her, and a lot of another questions. Finally he told me
that no one else was living in the room with me! It was a single
room and that was why it had one bed and one closet. There was no
Amina! The doctors said that maybe my fears about other people
had created Amina, so I could deal with the new life I had to face in
my first year at university…
This was their talk, but I knew that none of it was true. I am sure,
now, that they are planning to do something, and that all of their
talk is lies. I believe that Amina exists and I will do my best to find
her. I think that she left the room to get help, and that she will
be back at any time. I really miss her and I miss the sound of her
reading Quran.
Omayma Khalaf Al Mawali,
Samail, Al Dakhliya Governorate,
Email: Radhiyaalruziqi@gmail.com
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About Ali Mehdi (1978- 2008)
A poet, a columnist and a prolific blogger and writer.
Ali Mehdi initiated several blog sites that were very popular amongst
his generation; there sites were:
- Sleepless in Muscat
- Rapidly Blue
- Oman Community Blog
- A Secret Arabian Journal
- Pens of Passion
- Gonu Relief Blog
- Photo Generation
- Hope of Islam
- ﺍﻟﻤﺪﻯ ﺍﻷﺯﺭﻕ
He published three collections of his poetry, Rapidly Blue (2002),
Wondrous World (2005) and a posthumous book, In the Dimmest of
Light (2008) as well as numerous columns and articles on his blog
sites. He also wrote in the online editions of the Times of Oman, Oman
Daily Observer, The Week and in Sultan Qaboos University’s Horizon.
For Ali, writing was an integral ingredient of his survival kit.
Ali held a BA, with Honours, from Luton University in collaboration
with Majan University College in Muscat, majoring in Business
Administration (Tourism), following an inaugural term at the
University of Mu’tah in Jordan where he studied Computer Science,
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but soon realized that it was not what he had envisaged for his career.
He joined a professional diploma course in insurance at the Muscat
College of Banking and Financial Studies, but his studies were often
interrupted due to illness.
Following schooling, he entered the private sector but, to his dismay,
found it was not his cup of tea.
He travelled extensively throughout the world and enjoyed learning
from and about other individuals and cultures. Ali was an amicable,
sociable, affable and transparent individual. He loathed hypocrisy
and sought fulfilment in an open-minded, down-to-earth and truthful
exchange of thoughts and feelings.
Sadly, his soul-searching expeditions had to come to an end when he
succumbed to his illness, in his hospital bed and among his family, on
June 21st, 2008.
Ali Mehdi’s legacy was that of a young courageous, daring individual, an
articulate poet and columnist who sought to reach out with an earnest
desire to change the world and reintroduce sincerity and truthfulness
into our lives and relationships. That was his never-ending desire
and quest. He touched the lives of many with his openness, sincerity,
dedication and noble selflessness. He kept reminding us of his fighting
spirit by saying often that he managed to “snatch success out of the
jaws of defeat”.
May Ali’s soul rest in peace in its eternal abode. Amen
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